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rartioulqriy elPmr..ntary schoojteaehli, has long

been considered not only ordinary work for women, but aisle an

occupation for ordinary women. I
Two aspects.of the teaching

profession -- its sexsegregated status and its reputatior as a

haven for the unambitious and the conventional -- have caused

spiolars to show little serious interest in understanding the

perspectives women teachers hold on their lives in schools. What

do they think about their daily work, their careers and their

livelihood? What are their relationships like with their

colleagues, with their supervisors ani with the parents of the

children they teach? What is their depth of commitment to the

occupation of teaching?2

Earlier feminist research in education did not, hasten to

address these questions either. We concentrated on two, other

important areas: First, we examined the part that teachers play,

along with educational materials and school systems, in fostering

sexrole stereotyping and sex discrimination.3 Second, we

studied teaching as an avenue to leadership in schools, focusing

primarily on what enables or prevents women from attaining

management positions. 4 Womenas leaders caught our attention.

A third reason which may account for our original low

interest in teachers can be found in our attitudes toward

schooling overt the past, fifteen years cr so. During the, sixties,

publication cf personal accounts of the detrimental effects of

schools and schoolteachers on black and poor children caused us



,

54tbinract the racist attitudes and practices of may teachers .

utd WV=.1:ig".4 that t,nohprr prid'ochools!,rerrcs-nted values

4

that were not humanistic enough. Then, in tfLe'seventi s wheno

national surveys reflected declining scores

and unionization efforts escalated in major

on achievement

cities, people

Complained othe inadegtiacy of teachers: of their low intellectual

abilitie6 as well as of their lack of ,job commitment. Rarely

tests,

I

does anyond show very much sympathy for elementary schoolteachers

and their work. As Margaret Nelson has written: "Vast qumbets of

American women have spent at least part of their lives in front

of a classroom. We learned our basic skills from these women,

and although they knew us, we know almost nothing about them."6

r
We know little about their subjective experience of work

and we rarely perpeive teachers sympathetically -- at least among

the educates. elit8S. All of us remember our own experiences with

teachers clearly, and oaten not positively, and many of us must

continually meet with or confront teachers about problems our

own 01i1Cren have ih .school. Research has shown that teachers

have an imptiftdrit impact on our lives, 7 but we have shown little

interest until'xecently in either the nature of women teachers'

Occupational situations or their own perceptions of /heir work,8

Historian6 and scciologits have begun to rectify this situation,

particularly because of;the emphasis in feminist sociology and

in social and feminist history on th,lives of ordinary people. 9

These works reflect changing assumptions about what is important

to peop7.e.
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It is not that taachers have not been subjects of research.,

Inumerabie books and articles havc reported on many aspects of

teachers' lives. It is rather that we have 4arely eNaMined

teaching through the eyes of the women woo occupy:this occupatiinal

role. lather, many studies of women who teach are anchored in

certain stereotypical assumptions ab6ut women, and their

attitudes toward work, family, and goals.

,This traditional research on women and teaching reflects

women's -devalued position in American society., Limited by it$

conceptual framework, this scholarship has) assumed that women's

primary. orientatjon-is toward family and motherhood and .rgues

- ,

hat the. work cf married women will teach is shaped around and'

1tted to their family lives." Thege-wOmen have, tatis,
.,-

littler intrinsic interest n their,work. Within this framework,

women schoolteachers vi w their work as ,..jobs" ratker than as

"careers";
12 they appear as "tractable subordinates" who feel

comfortable working in highly bureaucratised and hierarchical

1

1,,

environments. with little autonomy,
13

and they are attracted to
!

°s

the teaching profession' be&ause they lack.the drive 3.4r
l

intellectual mastery.
14

values regarding women than it does about the values women

This research reveals more about social

teachers,hold about their work.

My own ractions that this research reflected stereotypical

cultUral assumptions about women and a disbelief that womenete

so uncommitted t4 their work caused me to look further in the

literature for studies which had investigated teachers'.own

work perceptions. What I found were the Biennial Staff and



Salary Surveys,, 'arra. the Status of the American Public-Schools

Teacher Surveys of the National'Education Associatio.15 While

these large-scale surveys conducted among women teachers con-
.

trqlicted these steredtypeq assertions about elementary

SahbolteOChers,
16-they didmot expand my understanding of the

issues with.description. And so, I undertook to,study how

women elementary -schoolteachers look upon their work, what they

value and-criticize about their occupation, and how they

negotiate their work interests with' sex-role and family

expectations.

Design of the Study

This study of teaching as an occupation for women utilizes

the qualitative research methods of participant ol'servation and

indepth' interviewing. The kind of data qualitative research')

methods collect has been termed sOft, that is, rich in description

of.peop171, places, and conversation, and not easily handled by

statistical procedures. Research questions are not framed by

operationalizing variables previous to the research effort;

rather .questions are formulated inductively, usually during data

,

collection, to investigate issues in all fheir,complexity and in

context. ,Again, While qualitative researchers tend to develop a

,focus 4s they collect data,Jwe do not approach the research with

specific questions to ania:Wer or hypotheses' to test. We'are

conce&ed yifh understanding behavior from the subject's own

frame of reference.17.)

I spent seven months observing and interviewing teachers,

1Rministrators, and parents in one-urban elementary schocl.

spent the majority-of my time with teacArs in the teachers'

lounge, in, meetings, in their classrooms. I also had lunch with

-4-
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teachers in restaurants over the summer,months and interviewed,

some of them in, their homes. I thtorvjewed 6chool principal

many (times both formally, ,vhun I would set 44 an appointment,

and informliy, when I would stop to chat with her when I was J.n

the building. I also observed her leading meeting's, interacting

with teachers, and handling emergencies. Additionally, I.

iirtemtewed- a number of Parents in their homes during the summer

months.
18

. I will describe the setting in more detail shortly.

The theoretical framework that informs this prOject is

, threefold:

. First is the sociology.of occupKtions perspective: From this
[

view, the study of work focttses particlarly on those issues

which relate organizational structure to occupational life or
u

.)

career.
/

The sociology of occupations emphasizes the importance

of working to.a person's self- identity; it has examined the

criteria of membersIip in octupations; it discusses the Social

meaning work has for particular occupational participants; it

studies work, behaviors in different occupations; and it explores

hoW occupations shape the individual,identities of its members

as compared with how members' characteristics shape the nature

of an occupation. Occupational sociologists in the tradition of

Ever&tt Hu es attempt to bypass official versions of occupational

life to get at the social realities of the particular work setting

or occupational group under'study. 19

The second perspective, is the theory or symbolic interaction:

As one theoretical foundation for qualitative research strategies,

symbolic interaction assumes that human behavior lie significantly

influenced by the settings in which it occurs. A phenomenological
1

:lenstruct, symbolic interaction takes as a'b'siciassumption that
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human experience is mediated by interpretlation. The meanin8

people give to their experiences and their ss o? inter-

.4
pretation, in other words, is essent±al.and 4onstitutive, not

.

accidental and secondary to what the experience is.20To understand

behaviorl'we must understand definitions people hold cilf events

and issues in"their lives, and the process by which these

'definitions are created. The central methodological implication

of this sociological position is that social relationships and

events .must be understood from the point of view of the social

'2 1actors themselves.,

Third is feminism: While feminist scholarship encompasses a

range of disciplines and points of view, basic to this perspective

is t4 belief that to fully understand women's lives we must put

them at the center of our inquilly. In the past, because of the

androcentric nature of intellectual inquiry, women's lives haVe
o

existed. on the periphery. Elizabeth and Joseph Pleck i describe

this conc!ptualization: "Men are male only.paANcf the time,

women are female always, said Rdilsseau in Emile. The sactivity

arid behavior of men are seen as human activity, that of rumen

SOdistinctly female."22 A feminist scholarship attempts

remove man -as the measure. Men and the male career model have
y

always been the measure for studying women's careers in teaching.

The Research Setting and Subjects

,Vista City elementary school serves 800 black and white

children in a mid-size city in the Northeastern-United States.24

There were forty:odd members of the instructional staff. Of these

only one was a male cla6sroomteacher, though men occupied positions

.) -6-



of gym teacher, .achool psycholttgist,r, special-teacher and several

special education, non-teaching, positions. Most staff members

ire whitc. 25
The prim;ipnl was,female, whi10 admini.stative

assistant was male." Vista City e1em6utary schoi5i, located in a

middle-clIss community, populated mostly by professionals and

academics, had many children bused in from poorer neighborhoods;,

thus its school po-.elation reflects a wide variety of social

classes. When achievement test scores are published annually in

the.local newspaper each spring, Vista City elementary school

shows the highest. I spent seven months doing research at this.

.

school.
26

All the teachers reported a high degree of autonomy in their

classrooms. The principal wanted a variety of teaching styles

represented at each grade level. Teachers felt, consequently,

that their classrooms, at least from the principal's perspective,

were theirs. While the principal conducted d once-aA ear

observation/evaluation of each classr6m, she n6ver sked to see

lesson plans or have thein submitted to her weekly fo her signa-

ture. Almost every teacher highly approved this style, and in
1

the next breath would criticize another school or school district.

For example: "In Westside, it's the person on high calling all
11

h'i.s underlings in and telling them What to do. He says, 'Yoa're

going to do this, and this, and this,' and then they come around

to cheJk and make'sure this is true! That's absolutely not the

case here and that's one of.the best things about the'school."

Only one teacher wanted a more authoritarian structure, believing

that the policy f the principal signing lesson plans insured

9



better teaching and high morale. The freedom provided_bV the

cuu
A w40 progressively narrowing however, as the school'

district had decided for the following yr,ar tr nse one basl--

text for all the elementary bcheols (in addition to Distar.

The-4eachers protested mightily this decision;

The situation for Vista City teachers during the period of

this study, was a bit peculiar in this time of declining enrollments,

While most schools in the district had staffs that were almost

entirely tenured, particular circumstances had created
1a

cotparatikely high percentage of\untenured teachers. Job

insecutity was high for these teachers as they did not know

1

,

whether they would have a job elrb.4 next year. They found 'these

circumstances debilitalting.
11'

The Vista City teachers ranged in age from early twenties

to early fifties. Most were married, although many of the

youngest teachers and two of the oldest were single. There were

a couple of divorced women teachers and one of the male "specials"

was also divorced. All the married teachers had childreyr

planned to have them. Many of tho6e with husbands were married

to men with conservative social values regarding women's roles.

T4ose liftmen who had taught in public school before marriage or

after marriagelbut before-childbirth often had ,to develbp

strategies to appease their husbands in order to return to work,

for their intense desire to.work conflicted with their husband's

wishes.

Teaching experience varied widely,as well, from first-

year teachers to those with twenty yearS experience. Most,

-8-



however, had taught between five to thirteen yearg. In

discussing their work histories, some women reported Ihat they

had alwaYs wored, but their career patterns look irregular when
1

4..------
cOmpared,to men's. The most common change in their working

situations after childbirth, for example,was for the women to start

nursery schools or little day care centers in their homes.
27

Their pronouncement of always having worked also describes the

intensity of their efforts, the amqunt of energy they spent in a

day..

The. Teachers and their Work
1

The day I first walked through the doors of Vista City

Elementary School I attempted to'cleanse my mind of the expertise

I had presented to the National Institute of Education. There

always exists a tension for qualitative researchers between

proposal writing and the actual undertaking:of the study. While

I needed to-Show NIE hqw much I knew so that they would fund me,

I knew that in order to'condlict a goqd study, I needed to be as

open as possible to the environment I would be studying, so hat

couldNild an analysis inductively. While I had some hunchel

about my subjects an:ziabout the focus of the study, issues emerged

during data collection that shaped the direction of my research:

for example, conflicts with parents, variance in the importance

of childreh toteachers, and so on. Additiona.11y, I found that

on social occasions when I woulaYdescribe my research interests,

I would often hear comments about, how mediocre teachers are and

how the teaching staffs of schoolS have deteriorated over the

years. Why, since there are ordinary as well as outstanding

-9-



r6presentatives of any ocCupation, i.e., medicine as well as
.

edueatfon, is the teachihg professi\on known. by its ore inary

. .

memberrhi1c uuAmedica3 pro.cessi-ou is known by Ats great ores?

The wailcal profession has enough social power to regulate and
.

.

control defihitions of itself while the teaching profession does

not. Additionally, a worker's status comes not only from who
.

.

she is; but also from whom she serves. The President's chaUffeur,
4

, I 1 .
.

forexample, gains prestigA not from the intrinsictrinsic natur of
.

hers ask -- .riving -- but from the prestige of her client in ;the
. 1

baektsdat. So too, the lawyers and doctors of famous men and
, .

.

women, earn poin\ts by the status cf their patients.

Teachers, on the other hand, especially public elementary
,

\ schoolteachers,' rarely earn acclaim by'theil clients: children.
z , .

Many-of us have'children and, in one way or another, the schools

serve most of tliefi. And se, while I interviewed almost every

teacher at the school, I made

whose reputeitions were high.

took their work seriously.

the decisioA to focus on.those

The women I repeatedly interviewed

my decision was affirmed for me by a sto v a teacher told

during the course of an interview. The teacher was drivii g .

. .

her second-grade daughter's friend home one day when her daughter

announced to her friend in the course of some discussion about

work, "My mommy's a teacher." "Yes," her friend responded, "But

my daddy's a real teacher. He teaches at the University." 'This,

second grade girl had learned early who society counts among its

real teaChei.s.
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During data collegtion a number of
4

important themes emerged
. . .

-, . .

..wIliCh are important to the study as a whole. Here I focus on

O

126t one of them, teachers' need for autonomy.28 This

i

particular themeliimportant not only for the level of morale
.

: r

in a sahool (and research has shewr the impw:, %ar.-t. k..f hid', mt..rele

or school ptIo..0c0) nut also for our understanding of the meaning.

of this particular kind-of-work in the lives of women.

Let me first describe how I use this term. When I say that

teachers want autonomy, I mean they want to be able to make

4.ndependent judgments, and to havethem.trysted, and they want

onvortunities fer occupational self-direction.29 !eachers-Want

freedcm from over-inhibiting eonstiaints in their work.

;'Teachers perceive their autonomy to be imited in two major

ways; first, by the bureaucratic problems Of school life which

force teachers to examinebin stark contrast their ideal of

service against its implementation. Second teachers perceive.
4 A

their autcaemy tc be limited by communitT parents whose image, if

not actual behavior, threatens.to undermine teachers' sense of

authority.

. The Authorityg_plirtaucracx

The reality of daily life in schools creates conflicts for

teachers between their.i4eal of service, the_edubation of

children, and their implementation of it. teachers are not the

only people who feel this wad of course.

In'Teitament of Youth, Vera Brittaan discusses what happened
i

.
,
to about -service

-
, .

hei ideal to humanit when
_

She vies working in
I

-__

1



an Englishiii--Ii&av hospital during World War I:

It was always so estrange that when yrn are
. working yo4 never think of-all the inspiring
thoughts that- made you take up the. work'ih
the first instanqp. -Before 3-was in the
hospital at all I thought that because 'I
suffered myself I should feel it algrand
thing to relieve the sufferings of other
people. But now; when I.am actpally doing
something which I know relieves someonels
painOit is/nothing but a matter of business.
I May think lofty thoughts about the whole

Vi

thing before or after, but never at the tithe.-
At least,almost never. Sometimes some quite
little thing makea-me stop short all of a
sudaen and I feel)W.trierce desire to cry3An
the middle ót whatever it is I am dping.'

//

The ueacher Katy Bridges reminded me of Vera Brittain. She

told he.that teaching had been a calling for her. She had a

cOmfortatle upbringing and she was well-educated; se. had gone to

one of the Seven Sisters for her u,,derg Lduate schooling and to

an Ivy league,schooll for her Masters, Bridges has a vision of

what teaching includes, and a central part of that vision includes

her ability to make clinical judgments about children's education.

When. she feels unable to exercise what she considers her right

as a teacher, she feels as if she has lct control. Consider the

'following eXaMple sly gave me

What blew.my mind open one time in the fall
,happened when Thad a string of these
specialists coming *n. They felt they
had the complete ri ht to come in and say,
"Hey, we've got to have your class for a
half-hour, when cafe you do it?" And you've
got to think, ahl I'll have to cancel this
English 16sson, I've got to cancel that... .

It doesn't matter, this perSon had the
right to 'come into your classroom. So after
all this stuffiduringan arithmetic class
in cones this lady that I've never laid eyes
on before. She'doesn't identify herself,

-12-
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walks in----doesn'teven.ask can she 'come
invjust walks tight in, .says. in front of

;all the kids (taking over-the cla00 in
effocOr qo. you have any Indian children
in tie. class ?" Now this was October\I.
thinV7V, :I wasn't aware that I had any

ian.Children in the class. A child \

ises,her hand: AMY,mother is Indian."
"Good," saysrthe lady, "cope with me."
Takes"the 61.41d out and the Child is at
leagt-a- grade below in everything and
she needs every'momentskle can get in the
classroom, but off she goes: Comes back,
I4 don't know, .forty -five minutes later

. with. a. notes saying that she is-going to
pvticipate-in Native American education
once a week forThaifian -421iL.._Tyesdays
from 12:30 to ltpo or something like that.
No ".Would it be:good, would it be conven-
ient; was it best =for the child, what did
the patents think?" This lady simply gives
me this piece of paper.

.So, feeling furious, Bridges31 went roaring down to the principal's

I

office.demanding to know who this woman was and what gave her the

right to behave as she had. Well, it turned out that she had

been sent from dewntOwn, having gotten permission there rather

than,from the principdl. As Bridge& saw it, her job was-servink

the pupils in her class and this intruder had taken away her

ability to decide-how she was going to do tpr

Bureaucratic procedures also undermine teachers' sense of

autonomy when the particular practice appears demeaning to them.

Jessica Bonwitis a teacher with many educational values

similar to Katy Bridges. Like Bridges she has an enormous

rledication to' the children she teaches, and like her as well she

tends to spend her free time, whether at lunch or during breaks,

working on her teaching. And also like Bridges she wants

intellectual challenges to keep her from, as she puts it, "going

-13-
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. staYe." "If you don't get renewed,"- she said, "you get burned

out because you end up
t

giving out all the time.' Bonwit wishes

that the inserviPe ilepvided teachers with this renewal, and

exprepses her `fury that it does not.' Interestingly, I heard

t

the fallOwing story in almost the identical words from both

Bridges and"Bonwit (and from many other teachers, as well).

What follows, however, is Jessica Bonwit's version. The previous

October, all the regular classroom teachers in the city had gone
.

to one of the elementary schools for their Superintendent's day

__inservice meeting. There they were, 500 or so teachers sitting

in the auditorium with a new language arts curriculum on their

laps,and the speaker on the stage said, "Please open to the

Table of Contents," which they all did' The speaker first read

the table of contents to them, then proceeded to read the new

curriculum for almost an hour. Jessica said, "The whole thing

was just so ridiculous and demeaning. I mean, teachers can vead,

we can get up and read that orselves and.we could have done

that-and then used the time for other things.." She said,'"Any

-day that you're away from kids is really rejuvenation. And

that's why you.need to use your inservice time weIl to get new

ideas." She said she'telt that going through the motlions of

inservice when real inservice was needO showed that teachers'
I

work was not valued. She said that the administratolls who
N./

.planned these workshops were neither good teachers themselves nor

liked teachers very much. All in\all she felt fairy' at this kind

of treatment.

-14-
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Bureaucracy intrudes in still another Way to limit autonomy

through the implementation of rules that need to be interpreted

for the whole school. Teachers who have experience with

elementary school children come to expect that around all school

rule§ will come testing and children's desire-to carve out as

much freedom for themselvei as they can. The following example is

a discussion at a faculty council meeting where representatives

of the teams meet weekly with the school administrators.

The administrative assistant told the group that he needed to

discuss some problems regarding discipline. He told the teachers

that uncler, no-circumstances were the kids to wear hats on their
...

1 1

heads or Wear teii.':coats in class. The teacherb asked a number

!r. of.questions to clarify what he meant by'this. gol4d the kids,
14,)

for example, wear stocking caps?, Meaning that is, could black
-

kids wear hose on their heads to fix their hair? ''pout the coats,
,

teachers waited to know if the kids wear several coats, did they

have to take all of them offcar just some of them. The adminis

trator said that he knew some of the kids wore'five or six coats

anl it they took the top ones off they could leap the bottom

ones on. There was some joking around about toticoats and bottom

coats. Then Jenny McAuliffe asked if kids had to take off their

down vests? Did vests count as coats? The administrator said,

Well, if they wear a jacket under their down vests, then they, have

to take the vests\off, but if they just wore a vest, that was

okay, they could leave it on. He saia/that everybody had to wear

shoes to the cafeteria. There was soma discussion among the

teachers about whether they made kids wear shoes in the classroom.-

-1 5 -
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Lisa ovak said she makes her kids wear Shoes all the time in

.11

case there is a fire drill. Discussion followed about the wearing

of clogs. All remarked how noisy clogs were Vista City

because of the wooden floors and the lack of carpeting. Jenny ,

McAuliffe imitated perfectly howikids would cross their legs with

their clog, dangling pn the upper foot and then maneuver that foot

so the clog fell doff to a resounding clatter on the floor. The

adkniniStraters felt that they couldn't forbid pupils to wear

clogs, but that teachers should monitor the situation closely.

The next issue was the wearing of bells on the shoes or in the

hai . Apparently wearing,ells had gained great popularity at
4.3.--

about,this time and the racket the jangling of ala these bells

caused in the classropms was quite enormous. The administra/ tor

held up his hand to show the size of the bell that he thoupt.

Was allowable and the size that wasnPt. I noticed that several

teachers drew circles imitating these sizes in their notes.

Teachers' reaction to this iscussion revealed their dilemma.

While there was some .laughter during the discussion, at the end

) of the meeting many of the teachers rolled their eyed heavenward

to reveal their disgust at the content of the discussion. These .

bureaucratic details of school life that teachers know they

handle intrude into their image pf themselves as educators with

.work-defined tasks and goals. These details, which teachers do

not integrate into their concept of ideal teaching, chip away

at their image of themselves as serious educational workers.

Real teaching is seen as watching the lightbulb go off in an

individual child, ofteh as a result of their particular effOrts.32
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1i 6 In theace of bureaudracy, teachers. feel like replaceable cogs
.

.

and they' resent these .intrusions on their autonoidy: ,

Ybp_A0t401:4V. of_ ents -

i
1

A second majer challenge to teachers' sense of autonomy is / ',.,`.

, .

. . 4
'teachers' per

Vita City scho

its "pushy" par

'professional"

peetive on community parents. ; As I said earlier,

1 has a city-wide reputation among teachers for

nts. Actually, the adjectives "pushy" and

edified "parents" fairly indiscriminantly in

,1

,

discussions of Vista, City parents. One anecdote told around the 1

\ . i , -0,1

city characterized this type of parent. (Not.4ce how the tory
.

,.

starts ,off referring to the pardnt and ends up with,lishe" r the ,

1 I

,

"mOther.") kparent comes .in to a Vista CityclasthrOom arid says ..,1

1

,

, b

1

.

1 A
very Strongly in ,a loud tone of voice to the teacher that she)

/

7

the teacher, wasiabsolutely not to use any more dittoes with this
.., 44

/-
.:

class. She,, the, mother, was just sick of dittoes. Thi0 is the

ima ite of the intrusive parentitfie4bessy; professional womanwith.
4

' , 44 ' !,

: .. '//
nothing better'to.do than make life difficult for -e classooM :-

- 'i

teacher. I would like to look at two particular inciden'to
,

,(

teachers had with parents which caused the teachers to be
,..

critical.

The first :example'is typical of many complaints which high-

lighted teachers? feelinp'that they were itet consulted about

issues affecting their territory, theirclassrooms. ,Xaty Bridges,

for example, did a fairor to another teacher she described as

having a "diametrically opposite" teaching style by teaming with

her for math classes:

I



One of the, kids who game from her class. was a
sp.d little toy with all kind& d'f insecurities.
I could see'that he was a,Sad little boy with

and that he hatIrmath4 Be'd
gEf t renymuPset if ,he-didn'tget it. I told:

thatept-thrOugh almost everY'math
class_throughbut.eietOtary school and said
that it wasn't azreat favorite Of mine
either, I was' trying todeal with his
anxieties-about math. day Carol
(the teadher she teamedith),came to,me'
and said, not going' to be .in your
class ,anymore:.!' She said his mother-had

4f11% teen down to talk with 4une Robinson, (the
principal) and "the-mother doebn't want him
in your class.ir

1'

Interviewer: 'Why?
6

C--

Well, I never,kriew; that mab part of the
=problem Theother teacher told me,
"HOs Scaredlof you." I said to her, I have
tb.believe yduy though'Ilve been-teaching
for twenty years sand thiS is the tirst,child
that I've heard: of that was scared of me, but
iffheis, he 164 But why didn't the parent4c-
come to me and say, ''Look, my child is having
a problem with Au?" Instead, the parent goes
to the principal. . The prindipai doesn't dome
to me and tell me that the-child is haVing
a.prObleM, not-did the principal say to this
mother, "Did you talk tb Katy Bridges?" So
the, decisiOM is made and how do I hear
about it? From the other. teacher -- this
-happens a lot.

4

Katy Bridges told me this story to illustrate the powerlessness

\ she felt when she was subjected tojarental behavior of this sort.

She was not a party to the matter._An additional factor for her'
1 .

was, the principal's 'failure to mediate professionally. ,

The second example of a:teacher's criticisms of parents alsi

ndicates this feeling of but emiasized teachers'
,

f tiling like objects. At this particular school, parents had

been allowed for-several years to visit classrooms in the spring

to get a sense Ofthe teachers' style in order, if they wanted,

. -18-



.

to request a particular teacher for teir child for the following

year. tio teacher liked ihis
1.1

process as'it heightened their
.

. ./

already prominent fq.elings ofi being fiSh in a @oldfish bowl.1 But!
4.,"

tosohGro-develped strategies to handle this situation in
,

particular ways. Christine,/Bart, for example, explained that

she could deal With the sivation-if she could talk with parents

after each Visit: Becaus she had a student teacher each year.
Is

. .

.

who by fhe time of 'the 'parents' visitation could handle the 'class
/ , .

e . butbut took-advantag/e

:

of this
,

circumstance 6 talk with the
1 .

parents out irt the hall for ,a few minutes after an observation

§session.
,

As 1 see'itv this monitoring process restored her *
, , ..

feelin
f4r- 1

of being AA control' of he/ own territory On one ocdasion
;

during- the previoh sprillE.however, an event happened which
7 4 . ,

Christine Bart'/ d,strategy could .not meliorate. A couple 'ame in
z . .

one 4ay while/she' was teaching and they sat near hex,desk. While
. -,

she was "doing some direct instruction with her class she.saw them
i ;,

rifle throughdifferent Tapers on her desk, open and glance
/

through her lesson plan book, and examine.a.pile of ditto's.

She.s\aid'it was-a devastating experience for her. It said to her,

the teacher doesn't count but the parents' do..

Not'all teachers lad had experienced.of this nature and. there
/

were many Warm wards of' praiSe for, the efforts of many Parents ,in
A

school functi' 'Frecluently, teachers sympathiLed with parental
/-

complaints -- ver issues such as incompetent substitutes, program

appropriateness for a brilliant (giftedrchild. But, the power
/

the 'parents symbolized to the teachers was.pl.:sent even for those

Who-had not -- yet -- as they would always say, had any difficulties.



1 -
1

The. parents' power was symbolized not only through complaints
.

1,

about theM, but also by teachers' reactions to thleir suggestive-

neSS. In the midst of one lunchroom discuSsion about how preSsured

and difficult 11'%., was for Vista City teachers because of the
_

.par6ito, the teacher ding most of the talking showed me a letter

she hadreceived from tills parent of a
t
giil4in hel;.,class about

report cards. The teacher said she was "thrilled" at the
P

parents' comments, part, o(:whicti*re, "as you know, we've had
.

many ups, and downs with Henrietta 'this year and having her in
1".

your olass has just beeri a wonderiul experience\ for us." The

eacher went on to say that she actually got quite a few letters

like this. Another teacher, who, had survived a particularly .

difficult episode With larents early in the year, spoke at the

beginning d' a faculty council meeting about a Nonderful comment"

a mother had, written on the report card she had just turned in.

She Said she Ola..nd to "frame thiS comment" and asked the

principa she could cut it out of the r port card. The prinCipal

.6aid she would have it, copied for her instead..

The parents' power while common in many schools ofithis type '

is due to the particular history of integrpon at-this school.

When two schools had been collapsed into one several years earlier

and racial problems had threatened the school, the former

suyerint dent said to the community parents, "My door is, always

open-to y ." He did not say, "My door is always open to you

after you'll ve visited-the teacher and -the prinOipal," so some
r.

..

parents accustomed themselves ti skipping several hierarchical

levels in dealing with the school and made straight for the

superintendent's office.

-20-
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Whatever' the- specifics of this particular situation, rarents

have long posed a threat to the autcnioMy of teacherst, and to the

'authority .of school adMinilstrators as well. William Reese has.
.

k

written; of some f the diffionities that ensued along these lines

during the organization of the Nalionar Congress of MothJrs

during the rrogressive Era. 33And as Seymour Sarason has said,

the Cold War did not start in Europe, it started between parents

ant teachers. 34

Don't Thy Know We're Professional's?

C'
The'response of teachers to the parents at Vista City

Elementary 'School was to focus n their professional status.

Tipe and again after complaining about parents I would .hear

=;,teacl-lers say, "Why don't they respect our professional jutgement"

or "Don't they know we're professionals?" This insistence on

their shaky professional status reflects, teachers' feelings that

they; are not in control of how they deliver services to their

clienfS. Teachers' professional ,'status -is socially in question.

C. Wright Mills"'' called teachers the "proletarians of the

'professions "35 ant Etztoni calls teachers, along with nurses,

librarians, and social workers semi-professionals.36 Sociologists

haire-Ibrigi-and-I-thinkfgenerally fruitlessly, debated the

attributes of Pfofe'ssion3 as compared with occupb.t onS-. 37

What Vista _City teachers meant by prOfessional was generally

allontechnical explanation. Their definition included their

expertise and their specialized training, although the specialized

training was debated. The general model of professionalism that

thrse'teachers gravitated toward was the old, fairly traditional.



motel which they saw guaranteeing professional alAthority to them,

Greenwood in "Attributes of a Profession" distinguishes between

ptofeppionAl au4 1.Alq:rofessional ocoupationp in the following
1.

manner. A nonprofessional occupation, he says,.

has customers; a professional occupation has
clients What is the difference? A customer
determines what services and/or commodities,
he wants, and he shops around until ,/le finds
theffi.' His freedom of decision rests:upon the

. premise that he has the capacity to appraise
his own needs and to judge the. potential of:
the service or of the commodity to satisfy
them... . In a professional relationship,
however, the professional dictates what is
good or'ev.il for the client, who' has no Q;oice
'but to accede.to professional judgement.'

While rthink Greenwood dramatically overstates the case for

'(and the reality of) the inviolability of the professional, i.

is this model to which Vista City teachers appeared attracted,

In fact, when teachers talked about parents' visiting classrooms

in order to observe teachers and choose one for the next year,

the teachers called this "shopping around for the teacher" and

decried it. Teachers wanied'the Parents to act like .old - fashioned

clients rather than like custom/ ers because the parents behavior

said to these teachersr."You are not a professional."

What are same different ays to analyze this conflict? The

most common sociological explanation for conflicts between

parents and teachers is th social class conflict model:
/C ,

Conflictihg.values aid lower levels of educational attainment:,

/
among, teachers, compar'd to the parents of the children at Vista

City Elementary School, cause friction. Teac, rs feel defensive
,

and threatened in these situations, the model exp ains, while
1



they feel comfortable in Working class communities where parenj

look up to them. While Ilthink this model explains pat

prchliom, it is inadequate ber-ans.i of w!la-t, it leaves unanswered.
t

It toes 11..t Ano;Inatt ±or the existence of teacher hostility to
1

A
parents that crosses teachers' social classes, it\does not

consider` how the structure of schdols affects teachers' career

patternsi

and reward structures, and mist importantly, it does

. not focUs:on the outstanding, fact that the teachers are.women,

land those they feel most hostility toward are women. I want

now to liok briefly at each of these issues.

Women-who teach are not all of a type. Becauselfthe

acceptability of teaching' fir women, the occupation attracted,

partic4arly in earlier years, a wide range of women including

wel17,educated women with family backgrounds higher than the

social status of teaching. S6 while some of these teachers

entered higher social cla6ses thi-ough marriage, others come from

well-off families themselies. Coriespondingli, many community

members' who are now profrion-a also came from working class

backgrounds.Wlich they left behind. The saliency of one's

occupational role overwhelms indiv.idual social status. The

sociblogical model looks less at this aspect, and focuses instead

on teacher social class.

One reason parental restrictions on autonomy loom so large

for teachers relates to limitations in the career structure of

teaching.- There are few rewar41.for a job done well or

spectacularly. Unlike university teachers who may receive

Salary increases if they publish frequently, there is no merit



pay for teachers.' Conversely,. teachers with good reputations

resent these teachers who simply put in their time and leave or

who become known' for their inadequate performances. These

incompetent teachers challenge the self-esteem Ind the statua

of the occupational role of those serious about their work.

'Henee,- WR find teacheis wavering over the definition o.f.
,

ppteasionalism. Many of the teachers said that "professionals

are those who do a good jab." There is also practically no

oppLtunity fOrlprometien.

informally when principals

Good teaching can be ro.,arded

will send teachers to'conferences of
L,

allow them time off from their work i the classroom to attend
/.

meetings of,district-wide committees, ey may be on. But the

few rewards that are intrinsic to the school as an organization

cause teachers to withdraw into isolation to protect their

autonomy: at least they have their own cl-ssrooms. Parents'

threats,take on greater power.
_

A second concern is my observation that teacners feel greatest

hostility toward mothers. In fact, in the earliest days of my

fieldwork I did not see that complaints about parents might have
.1

anything to do with gender. i soon realized, however, that in

most of the criticisms of iarents, only one parent was really

the focus of concern. Actually, the very sentence that cued me

in was, "I'm not like those mothers who sit at their kitchen

tables with a coffee cup in my hands all the time.... ." It was

not that fathei.s never had inttchanges, even unpleasant ones,

with teachers, for they did. But it became-apparent to me that

teachers began their complaints using the word; parents, and
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endp4=0 using the word, mother. 39 As an important aside here,

.the-principal's major complaints were, with vne exception, about

the tatherh. The mothers often dealt with the teachers, the

fathers with the principal. In -.et, in one situation where a

father had gone directly to the pilncipal about a complaint, his

response to my q I estion, "Why did you go to the prinCipaIV: was,

. "Isn't that what she's there for?".

Let us look at this particular situation for a moment so that

I, may describe it more fiAlly. Women eleme(itary teachers at this

School have.conflicts with a particular set of parents, those

With "professionk" standing. More specifically, their major

conflicts lie with mothers who do not work outside the home who

are professional on'two counts: They are professional because their

family status is professional; many of them are well-edacated and

have degrees in education themselves. And they are also pro-

fessimnal mothers. . Thatls; these motArs Interact with

teachers as part of theix present occupational role just as

teachers interact with parents as.part of their work roles. As one

mother,' a single parent in transition from full -time ;.arenting

to full-time working who chairei the Parents' Advisory Council

put it:

I think there are many women (in this community)
who have a lot of ability,.who are bright and
talented who are not doing enough with their
lives, and so their child's school becomes the
focus. They get on the phone and they gossip
about a teacher or an'activity. They spend a
lot of energy and a lot of thinking energy on
this school. Some of,it's worthwhile, but some
isn't, because much of,it doesn't get to the
direetaurce.

-25-
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Middleclass mothers who work outside thy home, however, are

perceived to communicate with teachers as part of tY it private,

nOn-public role. And they are generally erDeived as less

threatening.
a

In this context, teachers must also confront social norms

which hold that parti6ularly teachers in the primary grades are

really only professional mothers. These norms maintain that
1-
what stands between what mothers and teachers do is some

tecilnical education, perhaps, and a paycheck. It was this set

of mothers, and they were certainly not in the majority at the

school, who symbolized the problem. The teachers' conflicts

seemed most intense'With those parents who resisted seeing

teaching as an occupational role.Njeachers claimed that the most

intrusive parents wanted their children'to receive individual

parenting rather than group. teaching. According to the teachers,

these parents confused teaching. with parenting.
41 These mothers

forced.the teachers to continually confront the fact that the
/PO

teachers do socially devalued women's work. And, moreover, it

w s difficult for many teachers to put theinfinger on exactly

what it was that does separate.her from the mother.' So, often

they would say things like, "1 have the files'so I know the'

.real stery." They turned to the trappings of professionalism to

rescue them, the window dressing of files, records, labels.

Problematically,.this professional model women elementary

schbolteachers seek to dignify and enhance their social.etatus

as it is presently envisioned forms a wedge that stunts long-

term development of a satisfying work setting because it:



w.I

A), Interferes with the Gonstruction of cooperative-±ela_ion-

ships with the lay community (in this case parents) so that

parents and teachers become adversaries rather than partners;

this model of professionalism means you cannot have shared

responsibility with lay people.

2) It feeds the'tensions which for many teachers, arise

out of the uneasy coexistence of love, concern fortand interest

in theil; students on the one hand, and on the other, a

dissatisfaction with certain working conditions of schools,

particularly bureaucracy, feelings of vulnerability and power-

lessness.

I do think that teachers-analyze-their vulnerability
\

correctly. The role of the school has changed dramatically in

the past one hundred and fifty years. Schools are now expec'ted

to teach much more than basic skills, and they have carri ?d the

weight of these expectations since the Progressive Era.

Expectations of .teachers are high, but the corresponding authority

to act to meet these expectations is not forthcoming. The

professional model also.does not address teachers' identity as

women. It would probably serve teachers better if they were to

confront this identity and to examine its social ramifications.

We might ars1 ask what a feminist prcfetsional model looks Like. 43

In the long term social evaluations of elementary school

teaching will probably not change until tbe.women's movement

forces us to reexamine the values we have placed or the care and

raising of children. Seen from this perspective, i4-0-ffre-n-l_s_ concern

29



for autonomy in the workplace takes on added importande. It is

not just that these teachers want.to shut their classroom doors

and do as they please. They want (as I will discuss in another

paper) a workplace that is empowering rather than diminishing.
i

N. 1

The strategies the teachers in this school chose to shape their /

,

j

environment often, however, appeared to lack effectiveness: While

. -there were a number of important reasons for their low competence

a$ communitybuilders inclading their low status level in

school and social hierarchies,
42 a central problem was thei,"

equivocation about appropriate behavior for women.

We must examine the autonomy they seek against the backdrop

of their determination to work. As I said earlier many of the

teachers married to "conservative" husbands had to develop

strategies that would enable them to work full time. It was

not as if women's devotion to their familie6
/
meAnt they would

teach so that they could put the family at the/center of their

lives. Working contributed to their,sense of autonomy as

people.

And here we find deviation from the view that women teach

because they need to earn money and teaching fits family life.

While many teachers did need money, they also needed to engage;

in productive labor. For some women, the hours teaching requires

enabled them to defy their husband's wishes in order.to work.'
1

One woman, whose husband, had made her promise when they marri+1

that she would not work, used the vehicle of returning to sc4o1

to get her master's degree as a way of reentering the teaching

occupation. At its completion she was invited to work at a

-28-
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model program for a year. She told her husband she just wanted

to try it for a year, and then "weaseled" another year and then

another until it was no longer year to year. Another teacher

Whose husband did not want her to return to work, recalled feeling

she would "go crazy" if she did not; promised that her husband's

life at home would 111.6t change. The costs of this arrangement

are high. A third woman wanted to return to work fulltime

against her husband's wishes. She had been a junior high school

teacher before stopping to have children. When she decided she

wanted to work fulltime, she at first planned to return to a

7th or 8th grade class, but then a friend told her that the kids

were, "really different now from when she had been teaching

before. In her words, she decided that:

If 7th and 8th graders were really vi.plent,
and if it was going to be just a terribly
difficult situation for me everyday, then
I'd better pick a group that wasn't going
to be this demanding so my husband wouldn't
be able to say, "We don't need this. Come
on home."

Her husband, fed up with not knowing at which school to find her

during a day, approved of the new situation as she said because

"at least he always knew where to find me." These women'sought

personal solutions to their troubles which would not challenge

the sonial xdPr. Ve_mast examine their_auest for autonomy in

light of their determination.

In .the short term, however, I think the immediate situation

within schools can be changek. First, the leadership the

principal provides is most important.44 Major studies of a

variety of educational issues have revealed that the success of

31
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staff development programs,
45 what distinguishes safe schools

from violent schools,
46 and the effectiveness of school

innovaLions
47 all relate c7osely to the quality of the lead:ershiP.

However, essential to the definition,of good leadership is the

principal's ability to-involve teachers in the planning and

implementation of school policies. A good. principal, in other

words, creates democracy.

The principal at Vista City Elementary School encouraged

teachers to act autonomously in their classrooms. She inter-

viewed as little as possible. Teachers were divided about her

ability to be supportive:sme found her very supportive while

others did not. She seemed to feel Chas, autonomy in the class-

room was key. Not a particularly interactive person herself

(that is, she tended to act alone) she die. not encourage teacherq'

sense of power (or sense of community) outside their classrooms.

She held meetings as rarely,as possible because she did not want

to impose on teachers' time. While from her perspective She was

doing the teachers a favor, from their perspective they missed

"the opportunity for bonding." One teacher said, "When

particular issues come up I say to hers 'I think' we ought to

get together, talk over these things' and.it.is not something

that is her style." Another teacher said that teachers wanted

more communication. Near the end of the school year, for

example, after an unusually lively faculty meeting over a

controversial is went on tb-repert. to me that tne
)

principal had 'esisted having a faculty meeting and was planning

on a council m ting with faculty representatives. The teacher

reported' saying to the principal, "You Should have a faculty

meeting. Everyone will want to hear abbut this." They showed
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their concern by their Verbal participation at the meeting.

Th-O°principal's strategy with parent-teacher conflicts often

undercut teachers' sense of autonomy as well. The principal

believed' in being open with the parents. She felt that a former

principal's strategy of, in one teacher's words, "closing parents

out crgated enormous problems for the school and 1othe

Surrounding community. Many teachers approved her practice in

principle, for they said that their ideals about education meant

that they did not want a "false sense of security" brought by

having the principal "back up the teachers" at an cost. The

principal's strategy to develop opennes with the parents and

foster supportiveness of the teachers was to withhold information

from both parties. Many members of
I

both sides, consequently,

lost trust in her. Her strengths were many: she listened to

teachers and to parents. She was willing to listen to criticism

of her without turning it off, she appointed parents to committees

even when they were critical of her. The teachers, however,

looked to her for leadership in creating 's, sense of community and

it was in this aa she fell short.

A secon key to changing women's position in schools as well

as Creating high morale, and thus school success, is the devel-

-opment of thiensi ofcommnni ty_o_r_aalleague,ship among teachers

in a school setting. The principal's role in creating this sense

of community is as I have suggested, also central.48 Community

is lust opposed to autonomy. Certainly historians have begun to

examine the importance of female community to the development of

\,omen's autonomous strength.49

'
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Teachers' struggles,,fOr autonomy in the workplace and the

social authority this autonomy implies for them parallels woman's

struggles for utonin society. We must balance our awareness

that women are steered to sexsegregated and stereotyped

occupations through discrimination with a willingness to examine

women in teaching as committed workers. As we look at women who'

teach, we must overcome our image of teaching as a domestic

situation where teachers work out their lives in small rooms.

Just as we resist looking at women as incomplete men, we must

!

also resist looking at teachers as aborted administrators. To

understand the lives of women elementary Schoolteachers:, as

educational workers, as people who spend large amounts of time

with children, al members of a work setting that is largely

female, we must pull their identity as women from the periphery

to the center of,-ott±Tinquiry.
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